WHITE PISS GOOD; AMBER PISS BAD

You know how it is. Saturday afternoon. You wake up and you
can’t move.
I blinked and the floaters on my eyeballs shifted to reveal
Tyler in her ratty old kimono over in the doorway. ‘Way I see
it,’ she said, glass in one hand, lit cigarette in the other, ‘girls are
tied to beds for two reasons: sex and exorcisms. So, which was
it with you?’
I squinted up at my right arm, which felt like it was levitating
– but no, nothing so glamorous. The plastic bangle on my right
wrist had hoopla’d over a bar on the bedhead during the night,
manacling my hand and suspending my arm over the pillow. I
wriggled upwards to release it but only managed to travel an
inch or so before a strange, elasticky feeling pulled me back. I
looked down. My tights – or rather the left leg (I was still sluttishly sporting the right, mid-thigh) – had wrapped itself around
a bed knob. I tugged. No good. The knot held fast.
‘Get that for me, would you?’ I croaked.
She’d moved across the room and was leaning against the
wardrobe. Her wardrobe. Her room.
We’d been out. Holy fuck, had we been out. A montage of
images spooled through the brainfug. Fizzy wine, flat wine, city
streets, cubicles, highly experimental burlesque moves on bar
stools . . .
Tyler took her time looking for somewhere to put her cigar
ette. I knew that she was really savouring the scene. This was
one for the ever-burgeoning anecdote store; to be wheeled out,
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exaggerated and relished on future nights that would doubtlessly
end in similar indignities. Hey, remember the time you tied yourself to the bed? Killer.
‘Where did you sleep, anyway?’ I said.
‘I didn’t sleep. I Fonz’d it on the back lawn with a spritzer
and my shades on.’
‘Fonzing it’ was making yourself feel better about things (aka
the inevitable existentials) by telling yourself that you were cool
and everything was fine. We also referred to it as ‘self-charming’.
It had a 55% success rate, depending on location and weather.
‘What time is it now?’ I asked.
Tyler tugged at the knot, raised an eyebrow and unthreaded
the tight-leg into a straight black line, which she held taut to
show me. ‘Half past five.’
‘And what time did we get in?’
She pinged the tight-leg at me and held up her hand. I thought
she was saying five – but no, she was saying no. No forensic
autopsies.
I nodded. The effects of the day’s self-charming were stable
but critical. Don’t think about endings. Don’t look down. There
were rules that had to be obeyed in order to guarantee a horrorfree hangover: no news, no parental phone calls, some fresh air
if you could tolerate the vertical plane. Sitcoms. Carbohydrates.
I ran my swollen tongue over my unbrushed teeth. A farm-ish
smell. Furriness.
‘How do you feel?’ she asked.
‘Like an entire family of raccoons is nesting in my head.’
‘Nesting raccoons? How nice for you. I’ve got two bull-seals
fucking a bag of steak.’
I sat up. Woof. Liquefying headrush. I looked down and caught
sight of the prolapsed duvet on the floor by the side of the bed,
its insides lolling between the missing buttons of the striped
cotton cover. I squinted at Tyler. Five-two with cropped black
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hair sprung into curls. Face like a fallen putto. Deadly. She
gripped her fag between her teeth as she opened her kimono
and re-tied it tighter. She was wearing knickers but no bra: a
bold move for the garden in March. She pulled the fag from her
teeth and exhaled. ‘I know this will only concuss you further,’
she said, ‘but I’m getting excited about the Olympics.’
I held my head with one hand, squeezed my fingers into my
temples. ‘The Olympics? Fuck! What month are we in?’
‘March.’
‘Thank Christ.’
My paranoia wasn’t so paranoid when you took into account
the time we’d gone to bed on Saturday only to wake up on
Monday morning. On that occasion I’d raised my head to see
Tyler frantically shrugging off her kimono in front of the dresser.
What are you doing, you maniac? It’s Sunday!
It’s fucking Monday and I’m fucking late, she said, batting a
dimp out of her regulation baseball cap.
What’s that on your eye?
She turned to the mirror. Gasped and sighed. It’s a low-budget
high-definition eyebrow.
It’s permanent marker.
It’s A ClockworkmotherfuckingOrange. Oh Lo Lo Lo, what am
I going to do?
There were still red wine stains on her kimono from that
night some months ago. She took another drag on her fag. ‘And
then the rover is almost at Mars, just a few months now until
it performs its neurotically precise landing. There’s too much
happening this summer. My hope can’t take the strain. There
was this Olympics ad just on with a cartoon man diving off a
cartoon cliff. It had me in bits.’
‘Cartoons can be very moving.’
‘Why do I feel more for cartoons than the news?’
‘Because you’re perverse. And American.’
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‘Barely, any more. American, I mean.’
‘Say “vitamin”. Aluminium. Herbs.’
She’d lived in England for ten years and hadn’t lost her accent
– I especially liked hearing her say the words ‘mirror’ (mere)
and ‘moon’ (murn). Tyler had moved over from Nebraska when
her mum, an English lecturer, decided she wanted a divorce and
applied for a teaching job at Manchester Met. The Johnsons
were well off, the profits of her dad’s family’s cattle-farming
mostly. They had a ranch in Crawford with stables and turkeys
and a porch with a chair-swing. But for all the perks Tyler said
that living there had been like standing on a mathematical plane
drawing: eerily flat and evenly portioned into squares of sallow
crops. Just you and the horizon, waiting. More specifically: filling
the hours. You had to tell yourself you were waiting or really
there was no point in eating your breakfast, changing your shirt.
‘I was thinking of boiling up some pasta bows,’ Tyler said.
‘Reckon you could eat?’
‘Possibly.’
She looked at her watch.
‘By my estimation this culinary extravaganza should be ready
in about fifteen. Now, do you need some help getting up?’
‘No. And don’t be nice to me, or I’ll cry.’
‘Roger that.’
She retrieved her cigarette from the side of the dresser and
left the room, fagsmoke trailing. On the back of her kimono
was the logo of a Thai boxing club in Salford – the Pendlebury
Pythons – along with their motto, in looping gold font: DEATH
BEFORE DEFEAT.
I lay still for a moment, planning. An order of ceremony was
needed. Become upright. Brush teeth. Find phone.
Phone.
Jim.
My fiancé (although we both hated the word) was in New
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York performing a piano recital on a barge in Brooklyn. We’d
spoken the previous night before he sound-checked. You be
careful, he’d said. He knew me, knew the way the night rose in
me, knew the way Tyler and I egged each other on. Course, I
said. At the time I was carefully smoking outside a bar on Oxford
Road, while Tyler was inside carefully transferring the number
of a dealer from her dying phone onto her forearm in lip-liner.
The rest was – well, not quite history; more a chain of events
that amounted to the same headache, the same ransacked purse,
same wasted day-after. But at least we’d made it home (you
congratulate yourself with the avoided crimes when you’re
clutching at the grubby straws of self-charming) – why, I’d been
positively restrained, getting home and sort-of into bed. The
previous week we’d ended up at a house in Stretford with a
fifty-year-old air traffic controller called Pickles who’d invited
us for a (purely friendly) nightcap to discover he only had an
eighteenth of a bottle of gin in the cupboard. How he could
have over-estimated that situation quite so much is beyond me,
Tyler had said. It’s enough to make you never get on a plane
again.
I looked to my side and saw a glass I’d somehow had the
sense to fill and place there before I collapsed. I reached for it,
gulped one twice three times. My gunky mouth made the liquid
milky. Swallowing was an effort. I drank water like it was a job
to do, an unpaid internship at my own inner (highly corrupt)
Ministry of Health. Getting the whole pint down was hard work.
As soon as the water was in me it wanted to come out. I ran
along the thin hall to the bathroom, left tight-leg trailing.
Slammed the door.
The tiles were blissfully cool under my feet. Bathrooms were
the best kind of room. You knew that whatever happened in
there, you were going to be all right. You had a sink, a toilet, no
soft furnishings, usually no audience. I pulled down my knickers
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and sat. A thunderbolt of piss plummeted and the rest trickled
through.
The wall next to me was full of holes – a succession of injuries from various toilet-roll holders, towel rails, shelves and, I
could only imagine, fists and fingers – that had been botchily
plastered and painted over in sickly pale yellow by the tenants
before us. On the other side, my knee rested against the flimsy
fibreglass bath-side. The slightest pressure could dint the bathside in and out. Sometimes I did it for fun – just pressed in and
out with my knee. (Sometimes I did it for hours.) A cityscape
of curdling beauty products sprawled along the bathside and
then, at the foot of the bath, the winking sink with its hot tap
head missing. A red metal heart, dusty and hollow and punctured
with crescent shapes, hung on a long chain from a nail above
the sink, next to an extending shaving mirror that Tyler used to
do her eyeliner. Next to the sink, two folded banknotes balanced
on a rung of the towel rail, drying. I stood and looked in the
bowl before I flushed, recalling the adage of a girl I’d once
worked with: White piss good; amber piss bad. Orwellian in its
visceral simplicity. Meanwhile the liquid I had dispatched into
the toilet bowl was almost ochre. Not good, not good at all.
More water was in order.
I walked down the hallway to the kitchen, past the coats, hats
and bags dangling from hooks like the vaporised hanged. Tyler
owned the flat – her dad had stumped up the cash (not just
the deposit, but The Cash) not long after she moved over – and
I was meant to give her a hundred a month for my bare little
box-room, but I never had it and she never asked. The flat was
part of a wood-and-chrome cooperative that had been built in
Hulme, south of the centre, in the late 1990s. The block shared
a central courtyard with a patch of grass and a few raised beds
where people with the time and organisational skills grew their
own vegetables. Someone had tried to keep chickens in there
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once (Stuck in Fucking Chickentown, said Tyler, quoting John
Cooper Clarke), in a little sustainable-wood hutch they’d whittled themselves or something, but they hadn’t lasted long with
all the foxes. Zuzu alone had dragged in four hens, limp-necked
and lovingly punctured, through the cat-flap, leaving each
splayed in the centre of the kitchen floor and she’d looked up
at us as if to say: I caught it, bitches – the least you can do is
pluck it and cook it. It was mostly hippy types who lived in the
surrounding flats; ‘hippysters’ as Tyler called them (eco-friendly
toilet cleaner and fifty designer jumpers . . .). In the shop space
on the ground floor of the block there was a vegan café that
Tyler and I ate in when we forgot to buy food (often), taking
in our own ham and honey, applied under the table to liven
things up – the latter because a) Tyler liked sweet toppings on
toast and b) they’d reprimanded her once when she asked them
whether they had any, thinking it would be a safe bet. They
looked at me like I’d just slaughtered an orang-utan in front of
them, she said. And this was HONEY. It’s a natural product. Bees
LIKE MAKING IT. No one forces them to. Where will the madness
end???
She was in the kitchen merrily slicing up a bumper jar of
German Bratwursts. Zuzu wound expectantly around her
ankles. Zuzu was muscular; more military hardware than cat.
She barrelled up and down the hallway. When she trod on
my foot it hurt. Tyler walked over to the sink and drained
the pan, tipped the pasta into a bowl. A few greasy bows
spilled over the sides and slid steaming across the draining
board.
‘We’re gonna need a bigger boat.’
Spinning around looking for a larger bowl, she eventually
shrugged and tipped the pasta back into the pan. ‘Fuckit. Those
are for you, by the way.’
I looked over to the opposite counter and saw a pint of iced
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water and two ibuprofens. I necked them and edged around her
to refill the glass with water at the sink.
Tyler scraped the slices of sausage into the pan, squirted
ketchup over the top and stirred it all together with the handle
of a rusty fish slice. ‘So Tom texted.’
I put the glass of water down, goggled her on.
‘Jean’s gone into labour.’
Jean was Tyler’s sister. Lived in London. Did something to do
with funding for museums. Or at least used to, before.
‘Shit.’
‘Yeah. She’s dil-ating. Saying it’s all his fault. You know the
drill.’
A grimace with this. Tyler and Jean were close – so close that
it had been a composite betrayal when Jean got pregnant, considering the fact that at twenty-eight Jean was a whole year younger.
Another one lost for a decade! was Tyler’s initial reaction, delivered
with a sweep of her kimono sleeve, like a Roman emperor
declaring the closing of the games.
‘Is she all right?’ I said. ‘What – ’ It was hard to know what
to ask about someone who was in labour. How’s her perineum
holding out? Has she shat herself yet?
Jeannie Johnson. Who’d once accidentally set her own pubes
ablaze standing naked on a candlelit dinner table. She’d outspectacled us all. Now where was she? Spouting clichés, in stirrups.
‘Yeah,’ Tyler said. ‘Tom’s going to call when there’s news.’
She handed me the bowl and a mug, a fork and a teaspoon,
and walked ahead carrying the pan with two hands. She paused
at the kitchen door and turned. Nocturnal woodland eyes, black
and glistening. ‘Do you want some wine?’
We looked at each other for a few moments, assessing the
weights of our various desires and reservations as they rolled
and pitched inside. After all: the first rule of intoxication was
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company. Do it together and you have a party; do it alone and
you have a problem. I felt the dryness of my insides, tubes
crackling and gasping.
‘I don’t know, are you having wine?’
‘I do not know.’
‘Well, we might as well, if it’s there.’
‘Yes!’ Tyler said, dancing with the pan. ‘Make like mountaineers!’
She jogged through to the lounge, deposited the pan on the
plate-glass coffee table and jogged back to the kitchen. She
returned a few minutes later with two grubby tumblers of white
wine. Drops of water clung to the top of the glasses where she’d
rinsed them. She put one on the table and drank heartily from
the other.
Somewhere, my phone started to ring. I ran around, uprooting
cushions and rifling through papers. There were books all over
the flat, poetry mostly. The previous Christmas we’d made a
Christmas tree out of them: hardbacks at the bottom, working
up through paperbacks, finally to slim modern collections
(Spenser’s The Faerie Queen propped up on top). We’d wrapped
the whole thing round with fairylights that turned off looked
like barbed wire. Now, only the bottom three branches remained.
I pulled them apart and threw them across the room.
‘It’s in your jacket in the hall,’ said Tyler, sitting. ‘It’s rung
twice already.’
Out in the hall I located my jacket on the coat-stand and
patted the pockets until I felt the hard boxy telltale form of
Phone. It was Jim, of course it was Jim – only two people ever
called me and one of them was in the next room. I picked up.
‘Hello.’
‘Hi.’
It struck me as it always did: the contradiction. The beauty
of phones! But also the inadequacy. Jim’s voice was a tonic: a
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Midlands accent softened by natural sibilance and university
down south. Henry Higgins might have clocked him but
everyone else found him hard to place. Me, I was instantly
Mancunian: too clipped for Lancashire; too glottal for Cheshire.
‘How was your night?’ he said.
I clutched at the phone, hunched in the hallway, feeling
suddenly goblin-like. The long-distance line buzzed. I thought
of Jim’s sharp agile lips, the colours of the political world map,
slowly looping satellites. In the lounge, the TV came on.
‘Fun,’ I said.
‘Great!’ Jim said. ‘How fun?’
‘Home-and-sleep-but-a-bit-hungover fun. How was the recital?’
‘Not fun, but nice people.’
Jim had been teetotal for two months – a decision made when
his workload increased to such an extent that he rarely got a
day off with travelling and rehearsals. As a concert pianist he
couldn’t take any chances. Classical music fans were ferociously
attentive.
‘How’s Tyler?’ he asked. He always asked. I had to give him
credit for that.
She snorted a tequila slammer through a straw. She stole a
Magic Tree air freshener from a taxi. She –
‘She broke a shoe. Otherwise she’s intact.’
We’d been running across a road when the plastic heel of her
ankle boot – which had been threatening to go since December
– had snapped clean off. She’d sworn a long, lusty Fuuuuck and
then started singing, cornily: You picked a fine time to leave me,
loose heel . . .
A fraction-second of silence. A conversation drawing to a
close. I tried to picture New York in my mind, seeing Earth
from low orbit, then falling through the sky, zooming down
and down through map scales, to the hotel room where Jim
was sitting, holding the phone. The image disintegrated as it
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smashed into memory: Jim, the way he’d looked leaving for the
airport with his Bart-Simpson-church-hair, side-parted and
slick from the shower, in his white shirt and diamond-pattern
tank top. The memory put more miles between us rather than
fewer.
‘Get back to your girlfriend,’ he said. ‘I’ll see you Friday.’
‘See you Friday.’
Exhalation.
Love: funny how you knew you’d found it, when you found
it. I didn’t like believing in fate, it struck me as a concept for
happy people to cling to. Majestically unfair when you thought
about it. Someone gets a shit lot – that’s their fate, is it? Oh,
bad luck – sorry about that Alzheimer’s, that dead kid, that
bombed-out family home. Sor-ry. It’s just . . . well, it’s destiny,
you know? At the same time I knew I felt lucky, having found
someone to make some promises to; to be in turns fascinated
and reassured by. Jim was solid and separate: hooded eyes,
pointed chin, black widow’s peak – not dissimilar to young
Spock and just as logical, just as smart and self-contained. Knew
exactly who he was. And there’s nothing more attractive than
someone who knows who they are, especially when you’re –
well, a fucking shambles. Lately, our love, too, had been assuming
more of a definite shape – a marriage shape. I’d never really
known whether marriage was for me; I’d just said it as a word,
an abstract – When I’m married – without thinking about what
it meant. But the abstract was manifesting. It was white and
huge and heavy and expensive, like a Fifties American fridge
appearing at the foot of the bed, and I didn’t know what the
fuck I was going to do with it.
‘How’s loverboy?’ Tyler said as I walked back in the lounge.
I looked at her and I could see she was reading me, seeing
how the conversation with Jim had gone, getting everything she
needed to know – the words were just her playing for time. Since
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meeting Tyler I’d believed that a psychic connection between
human beings was possible. ‘Kinship’ is the best word in English
for it. The French call it une affinité profonde, which I also like
it but it still doesn’t quite get there. It’s that doppelgänger effect
that can go either way: to mutual understanding or mutual
destruction. Someone sees right to your backbone and simultaneously feels their backbone acknowledged.
‘Fine, thanks.’
‘Does he think we’re savages?’ (This with her mouth full,
spraying pasta bits down her front.)
‘Of course he does. We are savages. How’s the pasta?’
‘Functional.’
Tyler was a dreadful cook, not that she gave a shit. She liked
food but she wasn’t fetishistic about it – quantity not quality
gave her her kicks. ‘Yeah, it’s definitely done the job,’ she said,
getting up and patting her stomach. ‘I could dump a corpse
right now.’
We’d met nine years ago. I was ordering a coffee in a shop
halfway along Deansgate. The shop’s leather sofas and hat-sized
sponge cakes had looked inviting as I passed on my way to the
library after work, which at the time involved standing on Market
Street with a clipboard selling £9.99 baby photos to people with
babies. (Of all the jobs I’d had it had been the simplest – new
parents were the most vulnerable demographic, the most
desperate to preserve and present their legacy; the easiest to sell
shit to. And yet you’re still going to die – that’s the punchline! I
thought as they proffered their tenners, bloodshot, sleep-starved,
unsexed, their offspring indifferent.) The coffee shop was part
of an Italian chain and hadn’t been open long. She was at the
coffee machine grappling with a metal jug – the milk wouldn’t
froth properly by the looks of it – and she was shaking the jug
and frowning and pouting. Her pinny was skewiff, her baseball
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cap was backwards like Paperboy’s, her name badge said DENISE.
She looked up and I saw a look pass through her eye that I’d
caught in my own, in bathroom mirrors – it was a look that
said she was outside somewhere, and running. She made the
coffee with the milk as it was and came to take my order. I
ordered a frappé and as I ordered it I said, I never believed the
day would come when I’d order a frappé and she nodded at the
books I was pressing to my chest and said, That’s a Moleskine,
isn’t it, like Hemingway used? and I said: Touché.
I picked up my bowl of pasta and stabbed it with my fork, failing
to spear a single piece. Zuzu glanced at me. The cat only trusted
Tyler, an exclusivity Tyler had ensured by getting her when I
was away on a random week’s holiday with Jim. When I came
back the cat was already indoctrinated to Tyler’s ways, brainwashed in some kind of one-cat cult. ‘I’ve trained her to recognise only my face,’ Tyler said. ‘The rest of humanity are inferior
mutants in her eyes.’ Zuzu tolerated the odd pat or stroke but
always with hackles-ready suspicion. She never came on my lap,
never took food from my fingers. Tyler was unhealthily proud
of her hairy little devotee.
The pasta was rotten – overcooked and laced with the poisontang of too much basil. I ate it anyway. The small flatscreen TV
in the corner was tuned in to a tacky Saturday night dating show
I liked. Tyler was objecting. The elitist in her often stropped
centre-stage, raised as she had been amongst poetry and horses.
Conversely, light entertainment was mother’s milk to me. It
relaxed me, rendered me junk-drunk at the teat of British terrestrial telly. That was how my four-strong, two-up two-down
family had rolled: takeaways in front of game shows and horror
films. (I’m not trying to out-working-class you, by the way; I
went to grammar school and university, but my first touchstones
were forged in the garish gore of Granada TV.)
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The dating show was a bit like Blind Date except instead of
a screen and the old ‘love is blind’ philosophy there were thirty
girls behind a bank of white-lit pillars and one man standing
in front of them for their perusal. The poor bastard descended
onstage in a lift, the ‘Love Lift’, and thrashed about like a landed
fish under the studio lights to whatever godawful tune he’d
chosen to come onto (in this case, bludgeoning irony to within
an inch of its life with Sister Sledge’s ‘The Greatest Dancer’). He
proceeded to further fuck up his chances by doing a ‘party piece’
(juggling bananas) and allowing his friends and family to defame
him via an impishly edited video of them all discussing his
personality down the pub (Steve’s VERY close to all his exes and
his mum, such a nice guy . . .).
I was on the floor, practically laughing out toxins. Tyler – fork
poised chin height, split pasta dangling – was aghast.
‘Someone get him the fuck out of there,’ she said. ‘Preferably
not someone he knows.’
It got worse. The second part of the show began with Steve
in an energetic headlock courtesy of the comedian host, and the
line of girls manically dancing behind their booths to the theme
tune.
‘Christ on a cracker,’ said Tyler. ‘Did they crop-dust them with
poppers during the commercials?’
The camera homed in on one girl in a partially see-through
dress, her nipples almost visible beyond the corners of a diamond
of fine black net. ‘This is Our Lou,’ said the host, ‘and she has
a very special talent: she can pick men up!’
‘Presumably in the literal sense,’ Tyler said. ‘Or she wouldn’t
be involved in this fiasco.’
Tyler had been single as long as I’d known her. I’d once
overheard her saying to a boy at a party: Sharing your life with
someone is like Marmite. It’s FUCKING SHIT. She took him
home after.
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On the TV Lou came out from behind her pillar, grasped the
host round the thighs (face practically in fellatio-proximity) and
lifted him a good two inches off the ground to deafening
applause. ‘I bet you can do it with Steve, too, can’t you?’ said
the host. Steve gulped but looked game. Pick him up! Pick him
up! chanted the audience. Steve came forward and Lou lifted
him, nose-to-crotch. After she’d returned him to his feet she did
strongman arms to the roaring crowd.
‘You utter cunts!’ said Tyler. ‘What are they doing? Do they
think stupid is sexy?’
‘They probably make a lobotomy mandatory in the early
stages of the selection process.’
When the women had been whittled down to the final two
it was time for Steve’s decider question. ‘I like to buy myself
fresh flowers every week,’ he said. ‘How would you guarantee
romance blossomed on our date?’
‘Sunsets and sunrises,’ said Lou, who had unsurprisingly made
it down to the final cut. ‘They make romance blossom.’
‘Get me a gun,’ said Tyler. ‘I’m going to shoot the TV, then
myself. No wonder people go postal in shopping malls. The
populace deserve it.’
‘You’d have to get me there and then you’d find out,’ said the
other girl coquettishly.
Tyler mock-vommed. ‘This piece of shit is an assault on my
soul. Every second of it that I endure robs me of MILLENNIA.
Just so you know.’
‘Oh shush,’ I said. ‘Just go with it.’
‘I can’t believe you enjoy this,’ she said. ‘You, with all your
high-falutin’ ideals of “romance” . . .’
I stopped laughing. ‘This is not Romance,’ I said, pointing at
the TV. ‘This is the other end of the spectrum. It’s the dregs of
reality.’
Her hand shot to her eye.
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‘What now?’
‘I’ve lost a contact. No, seriously.’ She blinked and rubbed at
her eye.
I looked at her. ‘Well, fancy putting your lenses in today when
you’ve got no moisture in you.’
‘It was more a case of not taking them out.’
‘Not to mention how old they must be.’
‘Best-before dates are for pussies.’
A few days after I’d met Tyler I was walking across town, heading
home to my parents’ house, where I was living at the time. I
stopped at the tram tracks at the top of Market Street when a
tram tooted to indicate that it was pulling away from the stop.
As I stood waiting by the track I looked up to the front of the
tram and saw inside the driver’s cabin. And there, in the driving
seat, driving the tram, was Tyler. I blinked. It was still Tyler.
Driving a tram. The driver was standing behind her, grinning
and waving. I waved back. It must be her dad, I thought, he
must be a tram driver. But when I questioned her the next day
she said: No, I was just on the tram and I thought, I don’t want
to die not knowing what it’s like to drive a tram – so I asked the
driver and he said I could have a quick go. That’s what I call
Society.
I lay in her bed later, Tyler snoring next to me, Zuzu curled
between her legs. When Tyler’s phone rang I nudged her and
she moaned and reached over to the bedside table.
‘Hello?’ Louder: ‘Jean? JEANNIE?’
She sat up, flicked the light on. I sat up, too. Zuzu opened
one thin green eye.
‘Oh fuck! Oh fuck!’
It was a good Oh fuck. She was grinning. I grinned back.
‘What is it?’
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Tyler looked at me. ‘A girl! Shirley.’ I held onto her arm. ‘More
wine,’ she said to me and then, down the phone: ‘We’re toasting
you, Jeannie, we’re toasting you all right now, you beautiful
bovine bitch.’
I ran to the kitchen and swooshed a couple of glasses clean.
We had a fine collection of branded beer pots and family-sized
ashtrays we’d pillaged over the years. (One time Tyler had tried
to steal a chair from a bar – and not a small chair either but an
armchair. She’d got stuck in the doorway, like a dog with a bone.)
I came back with a Kronenburg half-pint and a Duval goblet,
both filled with wine. Tyler was off the phone, sitting with her
back against the bars of the bed’s headboard, one hand holding
the bed knob, resplendent. The swirls of teenage tattoos on her
upper arms were slowly greening, like algae on a shipwreck.
‘Congratulations!’
Tyler sniffed like a football rattle. ‘Jean sounded rinsed,’ she
said. ‘And it’s only just begun. Give it a week and it’ll be like
when she used to take meth except she won’t be able to hide
away because she’ll have this thing to feed.’
‘Shirley.’
‘Imagine suddenly losing all your privacy, all your hope of
self-development. You put everything on hold. Oh, the feelings,
Lo!’
It was something we said often: What to do with all the feelings. They ambushed you sometimes. They rioted. They were
legion.
‘Yes yes, just drink.’ I cheers’d her glass.
After she’d fallen asleep I took the glasses through to the
kitchen, placing them quietly in the sink. The sky was dark
beyond the window, starless and moonless, the city muddled
with reflections in the glass. I lit up a cigarette.
Babies. I didn’t know how to feel about them. I had a recurring dream where I was walking through a room with babies
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sitting on the floor, regularly spaced, and I bent down to each
one, took its chin in my hand and looked at its face. They
stretched away in every direction, like a prism of mirrors.
I stood staring out the window and sensed a huge thing
turning in the supposedly great beyond. The pull of it made me
grip the sink.
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GIRL VERSUS NIGHT

Five days later I was in my room replying to emails about the
wedding. As always when otherwise occupied, I wanted to be
writing – a desire that rarely withstood the presence of actual
writing time. Bacon, my novel-in-progress, was the story of a
priest who fell in love with a talking pig (I could already see the
movie trailer: Gene Hackman in a dog collar, the back of a pig’s
head in the foreground as they desperately embraced: ‘God help
me, I love you!’). I’d been halfway through the thing for a few
years now and needed to crack on if I was ever going to escape
the call centre. I’d reduced my hours there to the minimum but
I still spent every second pondering quiet desktop suicide. The
previous week I’d been losing the will to live ten minutes into
my shift when my boss came over and asked whether I had flu.
‘It’s just a cold,’ I said, stoically.
He looked at the pile of congealed tissues on my desk.
‘You know, Laura, it’s best if you don’t come in when you’re
infectious.’
‘I’m not infectious.’
He leaned in. ‘I’m trying to give you a reason.’
I looked at the whiteboard on the wall. My rating was second
from the bottom in an office of sixty-three. I looked back at my
boss. He was a man who enjoyed golf.
‘Noted,’ I said.
‘It’s a tough climate,’ he said. ‘We need to pull together. You
should really flush those.’
I took my pile of tissues to the Ladies and threw them down
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the toilet, then took a piss on top of them. I stared at the fishhead hinges and drunk-fighty-octopus hook on the door.
Beneath the hook, a graffiti conversation was scrawled in three
different-coloured pens.
Gas gas gas the middle class!
To which someone had replied:
I put my semi in West Didsbury on this cunt being middle-class.
To which someone else had replied:
I put my semi in your fat mam.
The sooner I finished my novel, the better.
I stubbed out my cigarette and pressed send. Ping! Off the last
email went, specifying breaded ham instead of honey-roast for
the buffet. I felt free and proud. I located my phone and called
Jim. He was in Vancouver. A long flat ring tone, then a pause,
then another, then –
‘Well done!’ he said.
‘I’m wondering how I should celebrate.’
‘I land around lunchtime tomorrow, shall I see you at mine?’
In the background someone was hacking at a cello, the Jaws
theme but faster.
‘What?’ His voice was quieter, as though he’d moved the phone
away from his mouth. ‘Yes, okay.’ Then he came back at full
volume. ‘Look, Laur, I’ve got to – ’
‘Course. Hey, why don’t I cook for us tomorrow?’
What can I say? I was delirious with success.
‘Oh, you don’t have to. We could – ’
‘No, I want to.’
Just before he went I heard the whole orchestra strike up. I
tossed my phone onto the unmade bed. It stopped solid on the
sheet, like a brick. I turned the router box off at the wall. I didn’t
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like it just being on, it made me feel located, matrixed. I had a
strange relationship with the internet, avoided it most of the
time. I didn’t do social networking because I didn’t trust myself,
I got too involved. Plus, drunk and home alone it could too
easily go tits-up, as Tyler had proved. She’d sunk two bottles of
wine (they were half-price so buying two was right and just)
and signed up to a dating website under the pseudonym ‘Vivian
Fontaine’. She then proceeded to maraud round the site, sending
obscene messages to random men. I was looking for connections
– that was how she’d defended it – you know, like normal people
do on the internet. She’d even sent one man – who, to be fair,
encouraged her – a photo of herself prancing in a half-mast
leotard and a werewolf mask. She eventually got into bed with
her laptop, where only the irresistible coma of max-capacity
drinking saved her from further disgrace. The next morning,
snouting out from under her duvet at 6 a.m., she’d seen the
open laptop and shrivelled. Called me.
‘LO, I’VE DONE SOMETHING BAD LIKE REALLY BAD.’
‘Calm down.’ I was at Jim’s. I got out of bed and walked into
the hallway so I didn’t wake him. ‘It won’t be – ’
‘It’s the worst yet. I’m in TEFL City.’
‘TEFL City’ because we called those times ‘TEFL-pondering
mornings’, when your only option felt like emigration, and
teaching.
‘Did you hit anyone?’
‘No.’
‘Vomit on anyone?’
‘No.’
‘You didn’t kill someone, did you?’
‘Does cyber-suicide count?’
I sighed. ‘Sit tight, I’ll be round in ten.’
With no hope of self-charming her way out of it, between
the phone call and my arrival Tyler had gone back online and
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messaged each of the men under the guise of Vivian’s sister
saying that Vivian would sadly be unable to attend any of the
arranged three-ways since she’d been admitted to hospital with
a nasty case of gout. The most annoying thing was she’d used
my laptop and, thanks to the guile of direct marketing, ads for
dating sites were still popping up in the sidebar of my email
inbox three months later. She was holding her right hand to her
nose and smelling her first two fingers the way she always did
when she was scared (‘oysters and bonfires’ was how she
described the smell). ‘I panicked!’ she cried. ‘Anyway, you had
gout when you were twenty-five.’
This was true. When I’d hobbled my cartoonishly swollen left
big toe into A&E the doctors had been taken aback. Super-strong
anti-inflammatories were all they could give me – those and the
official literature on recommended weekly units of alcohol for
women. Fourteen. Seven glasses of wine. Per week. Barely enough
for a vole to have a good time. But you know, they had to try.
We all have to fucking try, don’t we.
Now whenever a dating site ad appeared by my inbox, I
informed Tyler and she displayed suitable mortification. And
this was Tyler, who was generally unshockable and certainly
un-embarrassable when it came to sex. Aged ten she’d been
caught masturbating in the school sickbay and the school nurse
had hauled her into the headmaster’s office. ‘I apologised,’ Tyler
said wearily in the re-telling, ‘but the headmaster was a joyless
soul, a non-carrier of the fuckit gene. And it’s not as though I
lied. I DID have a headache – I had a headache because I needed
to jerk off.’ Tyler’s parents had been called into the school and
her mum had defended her. You know people are really rich,
like generations-rich, when they’re not embarrassed discussing
sex in public. One of the things I admired most about Tyler’s
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family was their openness. They told it to each other straight.
This ranged from That dress doesn’t suit you to That thing you
said to me yesterday made me very upset. My family pussyfooted
around, especially when it came to illness. Last autumn, my
mum had answered the phone with a cheery Hello! and when
I asked her where she was she replied Oh, just in A&E! in the
tone you might expect someone to say Oh, just in B&Q! She
said she’d burned her hand on the oven (even went so far as to
wear a bandage when I saw her next) but it eventually transpired
that my dad had been going back and forth with a bad cough
they nailed down as stage-two lung cancer. You know the Black
Knight in Monty Python’s Holy Grail, when he’s getting his arms
lopped off and saying it’s just a flesh wound? That’s my family.
If we end up having a family mausoleum our epitaph should
be Don’t worry about me, I’m just having a little lie-down.
So apart from checking email, odd facts (I listed them and
did them in bulk at 5 p.m.) and sometimes – when I was feeling
particularly brave – my overdraft balance, I kept the wi-fi off.
The book was proving hard enough without the added worry
of where it might or might not fit in the world, especially when
I was yanked every day into a heinous, staticky place, a grey
carpeted box of lies concerning credit cards. All that got me
through was telling myself I was buying as well as biding my
time, a dangling carrot for most people who worked in the call
centre. There were musicians, playwrights, poets, novelists – all
of us detesting every second in our headsets; all of us dreading
the time someone would turn round and say: I’VE GOT MY
BREAK! I’M OUT! SEE YOU LATER, LOSERS!
GCSE English class. Tuesday afternoon. Me – thirteen, ginger,
unstylishly myopic – navigating my way through Yeats’ ‘When
You Are Old’ with rabid intent. I loved it, loved it without
knowing exactly why. Loved the words, the rhythm, the idea of
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someone having a ‘pilgrim soul’. Didn’t think it could be anything
to do with a bitter albeit complicated man putting a hex on a
girl who’d said no. (For the record I still loved it at thirty-two,
experience notwithstanding.)
The teacher waited until we’d all finished reading and asked
a question. ‘What do you think he means when he says “hid his
face amid a crowd of stars”?’
Mrs Coan had seen countless kids like me wriggle their way
up through the grammar school: first-generation middle-class
with an unstable core of entitlement and parents poised at home
for results; for a better way for you, easier than I had, one with
options. I didn’t know much but I knew I had to impress. And
as Pope said (Pope! Listen to me! I told you . . .): ‘a little learning
is a dangerous thing . . .’.
Mrs Coan didn’t smile as she acknowledged my raised hand.
A slightly exasperated tone in her voice. ‘Yes, Laura.’
‘Did he die?’
‘No, but I can see where you’re coming from.’
I got the next one in fast. ‘Did he get famous?’
Mrs Coan ignored me and looked expectantly at the rest of
the class. I kept my hand up, Rolodexing options and collating
them into a list of descending likelihood. Meanwhile Rachel
Atherton lifted a slender, tanned arm. She was the girl I always
vied with for top of English. We wound up sharing the sixth-form
English prize – the first time in the school’s history there had
been joint winners. A photo from the ceremony, in a silver frame
on my parents’ dining-room radiator shelf, showed us gripping
the small plaque on either side in an almost invisible tug-of-war.
Rachel was smiling in the photo. I was not. We might have locked
horns intellectually but she surpassed me when it came to dignity.
‘Yes, Rachel?’ said Mrs Coan.
Rachel cleared her throat. Took her time. Knew she had a
winner. ‘Did he retreat into his art?’
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Mrs Coan clasped her hands and smiled as though all her
years of pedagogic graft had finally been validated. Here it was!
Lo and, while you’re at it, behold: a shining pearl in a sea of
gritty little oysters. ‘What a beautiful answer,’ said Mrs Coan.
‘Yes, Rachel. He did.’
My inner swot hawked and spat and I spoke again without
being asked to. ‘I disagree,’ I said. ‘It’s not just that.’
Mrs Coan rolled her eyes. This girl. This girl who chews her
fingers and won’t sit still, who whispers in assembly and reddens
when she’s looked at. She levelled me with an assassin’s grim,
unimpeachable gaze. ‘Your problem, Laura Joyce, is that you try
too hard.’
And yes, that’s my name. Laura Joyce. Quite a blinder from the
great beyond, I think you’ll agree. A fine example of blistering
cosmic humour – and one I didn’t truly appreciate until I first
started sending out submissions and received several rejections
referring to the discrepancy between my own writing and that
of my streamy namesake. Want to know what the mysterious
‘dark matter’ they’re searching for actually is? It’s Irony – billions
of tons of the stuff, lurking, ready to go. The Universe is not
indifferent; the Universe is amused.
To get out of my bedroom I had to slide a clothes rail out of
the way of the door. It was tricky getting back in again. In addition to the clothes rail and a small desk I had a single bed, which
was why I often ended up in bed with Tyler.
I went to the fridge and found a beer – the last. The kitchen
was in its usual state of neglect – the fridge full of things mouldering or threatening to moulder. Philadelphia Light with a green,
hairy thing in it that had almost as much character as a muppet.
Curling dried bacon, half the pack used and left ripped open as
though it had been attacked by a badger. An array of slowly
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rotting condiments, pickled this and that, bought on drunken
whims in express supermarkets. A bowl of withering fruit on
the top of the defunct microwave. Bananas that had furiously
ripened after being placed beneath apples and grapes (how many
times had I warned Tyler that the banana was not a sociable
fruit?) that had themselves softened in more sanguine defeat.
We didn’t really keep on top of things (Tyler: I’m thrilled when
I put the right fucking bin out on the right fucking day).
I drank my beer looking out of the window. The pub over
the road had been boarded up for months. It was long and thin
like a pale yellow torpedo, built to suit the shape of an old junction that had since been altered, so the pub wasn’t on a junction
at all any more and looked lost even before it was put up for
sale. Further down the road was the community garden centre,
its chicken-wire fence crocheted with wet spider-webs. When I’d
finished my beer I went to the ‘cocktail cabinet’, a kitchen
cupboard where we kept the random glasses and anything that
had survived the previous weekend. A quarter bottle of whisky
glinted from the cupboard’s shadowy depths. I pulled it out.
Maybe it would help. Whisky was a lucid kind of drunk. You
kept your faculties, mostly. Wine and whisky were my favourites
because they felt – and I’m aware of the tragic-sounding nature
of this – like company. The easy kind. Maybe it was the names.
Merlot – that rambunctious exchange student who talks all night.
Chardonnay – the girl with the steam-hammer laugh who’s
crashed her sports car on the way over. Pinot Grigio – the quiet
one who stuns the room with a braining bombshell. Chianti –
total psychopath but charming with it. Chablis – point-blank
refuses to go in a tumbler, gets acidic when talked down to.
Laphroaig – earthy; always up for intensity without getting
po-faced. Lagavulin. Oh, Lagavulin. But for all my appreciation
of booze’s plethora of personalities, I didn’t subscribe to the old
Romantic lie: if you were sozzled you’d produce works of genius.
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Hey, lose your mind! Get the opium in. Get tanked. Go fucking
bonkers. You’ll produce masterpieces . . . No no no no no. The
point of intoxication for me was not to create but to destroy
the part of myself that cared whether or not I created. I drank
for self-solidarity; to settle the battles within, or at least freezeframe them. Because the truth was: I had tried too hard at school.
I’d done everything too hard. I sketched too hard (even kind
Miss Spooner, the wispy-voiced art teacher, threatened to resort
to violence: What am I going to have to do to get you to sketch
lightly, Laura, WHIP YOU?); I brushed my teeth too hard (the
dentist: Really, Mrs Joyce, if you don’t get her to calm down on
this then we’re going to have to worry about receding gums . . .);
I played netball too hard – overshooting, overshooting, terminally overshooting.
I filled a Fosters glass a quarter of the way and carried it back
to my desk. Sat staring. Drinking. Staring. It was no good. I
picked up a book of poetry and took it with the whisky down
to the grass. It was sunny for March – not warm but the light
was cold and yellow and cheap, like margarine. I sat in the shade
by the wall and bent my legs, making a lectern of my knees.
Strained to read as the sun shifted meanly over the Manchester
skyline. A blackbird clucked in a nearby hedge. A thousand tiny
flies went about their business. Early spring. Things awakening.
I kicked off my shoes and socks and surveyed my feet. Oh, they
were ugly, my feet. Monkeyish. Almost clawed. They hadn’t yet
invented the kind of therapy required to console me about them.
When I was younger I’d tried to make myself feel better about
them by telling myself that Lolita had monkeyish feet and she
was desirable. Granted, in a sick, twisted way, but beggars couldn’t
be choosers – or rather, mill-workers couldn’t be choosers,
because that’s where my long-toed feet had originated from. The
girls who worked in the mills of Lancashire (my maternal grandmother being one of them) had to limbo under the moving
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threads to clear detritus as it fell from the looms. They couldn’t
bend for fear of cotton-cuts (think machine-driven paper cuts)
so they developed a way of picking things up with their feet,
snatching and gripping with their toes then kicking their legs
back against their bum to grab the bits between their fingers.
Toes stretched and became more dexterous as a result. Darwin
got involved (I know, impossible, but throw me a toe-bone here).
Jim said I might be able to play the piano with my feet, that he’d
teach me.
Jim. I missed him in a physical way, like a thirst. Missed
his mouth and his composure and his steady loving eyes. I
didn’t buy the whole ‘absence makes the heart grow fonder’
spiel. I was with Rochester on the matter: a cord was tied to
my ribcage at one end and tied at the other end to Jim’s, and
the further away he got, the thinner the cord stretched.
Memories helped and didn’t help. What had he said to me the
other day? We are not defined by how we are but by how we try
to be.
What if you try too hard to be everything? I countered.
Lie down, he said. Lie still.
I finished my whisky, picked up the glass and got to my feet.
I walked to the stairwell and up the stairs. As I walked past my
desk I checked my phone. Two missed calls. Tyler. I called her
back. She answered on the first ring.
‘I’m outside a city-centre drinking establishment and there’s
a chair opposite baying for your ass.’
‘I’m writing, remember.’
I heard her suck on a cigarette.
‘Fine. I’ll still be here when you change your mind.’
The bloodrush of temptation. An alfresco drink (and a cigar
ette at the same time, a rare luxury) with my best friend on a
sunny eve. In March, too. How many evenings like this did we
get in March? If that wasn’t an oasis in the wilderness then –
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‘Are you on your own?’ (As if I could somehow make this
about compassion . . .)
‘Only until you get here.’
Ohhhhhhhhh. She cajoled me like an over-confident boy at
the bus interchange. She was persistent. She was cocky. She was
good.
‘Jim’s back in the morning.’
‘So just come for a couple.’
‘Ha! That’s a good one.’ I inspected my fingernails. ‘Anyway,
I’ve already had a whisky and a beer.’
‘You do know that beer isn’t even alcohol.’
Another drag on her fag. She was enjoying this. The practice
scales of her siren call. I said: ‘Don’t you have work at seven
tomorrow anyway?’
‘Baby,’ (‘Baby’, was it? Three drinks at least, likely on her
fourth) ‘I’ve got work at seven tomorrow every day for the rest
of my life, serving mochafuckingchickenlattes to people counting
off the days in little coffee stamps. What gives? Only the fact
that there are nights in between.’
And there it was, as always, swinging my way: The Night. With
its deals, promises and gauntlets, by turns many things: nemesis,
ally, co-conspirator, master of persuasion. It tosses its promises
before you like scraps on the road, crumbs leading into the forest:
pubs, parties, booze, drugs, dancing, karaoke . . .
Here, kitty.
Here, kitty kitty.
Whatever your peccadilloes, The Night knows.
I looked at my laptop, at my desk with its dirty mugs and
fag-ash archipelago. The grubby keyboard from eating on the
job. The dimp-filled saucer (had I smoked that much today?
Holy fuck). The hob lighter I used as a lighter. The Marlboro
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packet with the take-heed photo of the bloke with the big neck
tumour and bigger moustache (Tyler: Difficult to say which of
those disturbs me more . . .).
I said: ‘I have £1.72 to last me until payday.’
‘Are there no notes on the towel rail?’
‘No.’
‘Check underneath.’
‘I did, yesterday.’
‘Well, I’m buying. Correction: I have bought.’
She hung up. My laptop screen flicked to sleep mode,
displaying a bashful black-and-white photo of Jim sitting outside
a pub the previous year, a half-drunk pint of Guinness in front
of him. It was a confusing sign: half-warning; half-endorsement.
I chewed my thumb. I’d need a shower and something quick to
eat although I could always get something when I got there, yes
that made more sense. I could throw my jeans on, a t-shirt,
cardigan, trainers – no need to dress up. No need for much
make-up. But then . . . Didn’t I want to be full of the joys of
productivity and rejuvenating sleep tomorrow? I could make it
quick. I could. ‘A couple’ might be optimistic but five drinks was
a good number to have in mind. Yes, five drinks was jolly but
not silly. Five drinks was just normal. I could use the last of my
money to hop on a bus the few stops into town, Tyler could pay
for a cab home, saving more time, getting into bed Even Earlier
– because I hadn’t been out all week. That was right, I hadn’t
been out all week. I deserved a break. Also it made sense to get
some input, some fresh inspiration, no one ever wrote anything
good in a vacuum . . .
My phone beeped in my hand. A text.
THIS WINE IS SO COLD AND IMPOSSIBLY REFRESHING
THE GLASS IS STICKING TO MY HAND AND I’VE GOT
YOU A PRESENT
Here, kitty.
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